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BROWNIAN MOTION AT A SLOW POINT

MARTIN T. BARLOW AND EDWIN A. PERKINS

ABSTRACT. If c > 1 there are points T(ui) such that the piece of a Brownian

path B, X(t) = B(T + t) — B(T), lies within the square root boundaries

±c\/i. We study probabilistic and sample path properties of X. In particular,

we show that X is an inhomogeneous Markov process satisfying a certain

stochastic differential equation, and we analyze the local behaviour of its local

time at zero.

1. Introduction. Call T(uj) a slow point for a stochastic process Xt if

(1.1) limsup|X(T + ¿)-X(T)|¿-1/2<oo     a.s.
6—0+

The existence of slow points for the Brownian path was first shown by Kahane

(1974). These results were refined by Davis (1983) and Greenwood and Perkins

(1983), who showed there exist times at which the lim sup in (1.1) equals c if c > 1

but not if c < 1. In fact there exist such times if c = 1, but the situation in

this case is more delicate (see Davis and Perkins (1985)). In this paper we study

probabilistic and sample path properties of Bt+s — Bt, where T is a slow point of

the Brownian motion, B. Such a process is of interest not only because it arises

naturally within a Brownian path but also because it is the weak limit of a sequence

of random walks conditioned to stay inside square root boundaries (see Greenwood

and Perkins (1984)).

To describe the setting of this paper, we recall some results from Greenwood

and Perkins (1983, 1984). Assume ci < c2 are real constants and let A denote the

differential operator ^(d2/dx2 — xd/dx). The Sturm-Liouville equation

Arp = -Xrl>,        i>(ci) = 0,    i = 1,2,

has a sequence of distinct negative eigenvalues, {-A„(ci,C2)|n = 0,1,2,...}, de-

creasing to —oo, whose corresponding (simple) eigenfunctions, {V'n(ci,C2)}, form

a complete orthonormal system in L2([ci,C2],m), where m(dx) — e~x l2dx. We

may, and shall, take il>o(ci,c2) to be strictly positive on (ci,C2). Let
rc2

6(ci,c2)= ip0(ci,c2)(x) dm(x).
Jci

Ao(ci,C2) is strictly increasing in ci and decreasing in C2, and Ao(-l, 1) = 1. These

and further properties of {An} may be found in Perkins (1983, p.  371).  We will
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for the most part be interested in the case (ci,C2) = (—c,c), where c > 1, and

therefore A0(c) = A0(-c, c) < 1. We will write tpn(c) and 6(c) for ij)n(-c, c) and

6(-c,c) and often suppress dependence on c, which, unless otherwise indicated, is

assumed to exceed 1. Now let {Xi\i G N} be i.i.d. mean zero random variables

such that E(X2) = 1 and E(Xflog+(Xx)) < oo (log+ x = (logx) VO). Introduce
the following notations:

n

Sn = ^2Xi,    T0=0,    Ti+x=min{n>Tl\\Sn-STi\>c(n-Tl)1/2},
i=l

bn = T(l - Ao)P(Ti > n)"1,        5<n)(i) = S[nt]^"1/2

([nt] is the integer part of nt),
oo

Ln(t) = J2Wn-1<t)b-1-
i=0

If v > 0, D([0,v},Rd) and D([0,oo),Rd) denote the spaces of Revalued right-

continuous functions with left limits on [0, v] and [0, oo), respectively, with the Ji-

topology of Skorokhod (see Billingsley [3, p. 111]). Let C([a,ß],Rd) and

C([0, oo),Rd) denote the spaces of Revalued continuous functions on [a, ß] and

[0, oo), respectively, with the topology of uniform convergence on compacts. If

d = 1, we simply write D[0,v],C[Q, oo), etc. If X(-,u>) is a stochastic process

on a complete probability space with sample paths in D([Q, oo),Rd) (respectively,

C([0, oo),Rd)), let {Ttx\t > 0} denote the smallest filtration, satisfying the "usual

hypotheses", for which X is an adapted process, and let Px denote the law of

X on D([0, oo),Rd) (respectively, C([0, oo),Rd)). We will also use the notation

{7u\u G R} in the case when X is indexed by the real line.

Theorem 13 of Greenwood and Perkins (1983) shows that (S^n\Ln) converges

weakly on D([0, oo),R2) to a continuous process (B,L). Let (Q, ?, P) denote the

completion of (C([0, oo),R2), Borel sets, P(b,l)) and Jt — Tt . The result

mentioned above also shows that

(1.2a) B is an {^}-Brownian motion (Bo = 0).

(1.2b) L is nondecreasing, and its right continous inverse, t, is a stable subordi-

nator of index Ao, scaled so that E(e~UT^) = e~u °.

(1.2c) For a.a. w and all t > 0,

\B(r(t-) +u)- B(r(t-))\ < cs/u     for u S (0, Ar(í)),

|S(t(í))-S(t(H)I=<VAtW.

(1.2d)   If r-(t) = sup{r(w)|r(w) < i}, r+(t) = inf{T(u)|r(«) > i}»

A(t) = t - T-(t), and Y(t) = B(t) - B(T~(t)), then Jt(A*Y) = 7t and
(A, Y) is a homogeneous strong Markov process whose transition

probabilities are given in Greenwood and Perkins (1983, p. 244).

Therefore {r(t~)\r(t~) < r(t)} are all slow points for B. However, these are not

all the slow points of B or even all the slow points for which the left side of (1.1)

is at most c, since the latter is a dense set of Hausdorff dimension 1 — Ao(c) > 0

[Perkins (1983)]. The above results allow us to decompose the Brownian path into
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excursions corresponding to the flat spots of L and during which the path stays

inside square root boundaries. It is these excursions that we wish to study.

For v > 0 let

Uv = M{t\Ar(t) > v},    Sv = t(Uv-)    and   XM(t) = B(SV + t) - B(SV).

Then [Greenwood and Perkins (1984, Theorem 9, Corollary 11(a))]

(1.3) P(S{n)£ ■ \TX > nv) ^ P(X(v)£-)   on D[0, v] as n -► oo

(-^+ denotes weak convergence). The intuitive idea of considering X^ as a Brown-

ian motion conditioned to stay inside [—cy/t, c\Ji} for t < v is reinforced by

THEOREM 1.1.   If B^(-) = B([n-]/n), then

P(B{n)£ • | \B(i/n)\ < c(i/n)1/2 for i = 0,..., [nv])

* P(X^h-)    on D[0, v]asn-+ oo.

PROOF. Let {X¿} be normal random variables in (1.3). D

Although many properties of X^ may be inferred from the above results, its law

has never been described explicitly. In §2 we show X^ is an inhomogeneous strong

Markov process, find its transition probabilities and show that, as v —► oo, X^

converges weakly to a process, X°°, that is in many ways simpler to study. In

particular, X°° is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation

Jo   Wo
f*    f^'o\   {X°°(8)\    dS

v/¿'

where ß is a Brownian motion (Theorem 2.6(b)). To obtain the analogous equation

for X(v\ we apply a "grossissement d'une filtration" [see Jeulin (1980)] in §3, which

shows, in particular, that X^ is a semimartingale.

In §4 we study the behaviour of the local time of S at a slow point. If Lf(Y)

denotes the local time of a semimartingale Y in the sense of Meyer (1976), then it

is well known that

/ IN"1/2

(1.4) limsupL°s(B)[ 26\og\og7) =1    a.s.,
6^0+ \ °J

These results follow from Levy's equivalence between L°6 and sups<i5s, Khint-

chine's law of the iterated logarithm and Levy's escape rate for the one-sided max-

imum [Levy (1939, p. 334)]. At a slow point T, however, it is feasible that the

conditioning could cause the local time at B(T) to increase more rapidly and thus

effect (1.4) or (1.5).

Notation. a(c) = [2(A0(0,c) - A0(-c,c))]_1, c> 0.

THEOREM   1.2.   (a) a is strictly increasing on (0, oo) and increases to 1 as

c —> oo.
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(b) For a.a. uj and all t such that Tt-(co) < Tt(ui),

(i) limsup(Lj<';-4l-L«"-')(2iloglogi) =1,

(ii) fc,„f(iS-)-^-)r.«(lo^)* = {» ///$>.
This is proved in §4 by analyzing the local time of X°°. The fact that condi-

tioning the sample paths to lie inside square root boundaries has affected the lim

inf but not the lim sup is not so surprising. The small values of L\ occur during

the long excursions from zero, and the conditioning clearly affects the asymptotic

occurrence of such excursions. On the other hand, the large values of I?t occur due

to a preponderance of zeroes, and the conditioning has little effect on the process

when it is at zero.

Finally, in §5 we study the behaviour of stochastic integrals at a slow point.

The general question as to whether or not sample path singularities of B(-,u>) are

also singularities for the stochastic integral H ■ B(-,lj) is considered in Barlow and

Perkins (1985). In particular, that work considers the sets of rapid and slow points

for a process Z defined by

R(Z) = {t\limsup\Zt+s
6^0+

and

4iog*r/2>°}

S(Z) = ít|limsup|Zt+¿ - Zt\6-1/2 < oo} ,
I       6-0+ J

respectively, and shows that

(1.6) If H(t,uj) is nonzero, predictable, locally bounded and continous in t, then

R(H ■ B) = R(B) a.s.
(1.7) If H(t,uj) is nonzero, predictable, locally bounded and satisfies

\H(s) - H(t)\ < K(\og(l/\t - s\)~1/2    for some K > 0,

then S(H ■ B) = S(B) a.s.
It is natural to ask if these results are best possible. In particular, are there

cases where R(H ■ B) and R(B) coincide a.s. but S(H ■ B) / S(B) a.s. Such an

example is given in (b) of

THEOREM 1.3.   (a.) If H is locally bounded, {Jt} -predictable and satisfies

l\ 1/2
limsup|ií(í-r-c¡)-.f7(i)|   log log 7 < oo   for allt>0 a.s.,

6^0+ \ Oj

then {rt_|rt_ < rt,t > 0} C S(H • B) a.s.
(b) If a: [0, oo) —» [0,1] is strictly increasing near 0, continuous, <r(0) = 0, cr(ts)

is concave and limt^o+ &(t)(iog log j)1^2 — oo, then there is a bounded {7t}-

predictable process, H, such that

(1.8)    \HS - Ht\ < KT(w)a(\t - s\)

for allO < s,t <T and some Ä"r(w) < oo for allT > 0 a.s.
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and

(1.9) {rt_|rt_ <Tt,t>O}nS(H-B) = 0    a.s.

The proof is given in §5. The continuity condition in (1.7) is stronger than that

in (a) but so is the conclusion. We conjecture that there are bounded predictable

integrands, H, satisfying the hypotheses of (a) but for which S(B) <£. S(H ■ B).

It will be convenient to let B = (Ù, f, ft, Bt, 6t, Px) denote the canonical repre-

sentation of Brownian motion on Û = C[0, oo). Recall that

(1.10) Z(u) = B(eu - l)e~u'2

is then an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with generator A.

For a given process Z, indexed by [0, oo) or R, let

Tz(0) = inf{i > 0|Zt = 0}.

1(A) will denote the indicator function of the set A, and the value of K, used to

denote several unimportant constants, may change from line to line.

2. The law of Brownian motion at a slow point. We start with a prelim-

inary result, most of which is proved in Greenwood and Perkins (1983).

PROPOSITION 2.1.   (a) For every v > 0, X^^v'1/2 and X^(t) have the

same law on C[0,1].

(b)

P(X^(1) <y) = f Mc)(y)m(dy)6(c)-1 (\y\ < c).

(c) If Un — min{i G N| \B(i/n)\ > c^/n)1/2}, then there is a slowly varying (at

oo) function rr such that

P(Un >k) = P(Ui >k) = 7r(fc)fc-Ao(c).

PROOF, (a) Fix v > 0 and define a new Brownian motion, B, by

Bt = (n/[nv]Y'2è(t\nv\/n).

Let Un be as in (c) above but with B in place of B. If <j> is bounded and continuous

on D[0,1], then by Theorem 1.1,

^»(•MI^^^jj (iS1))|c/^ > [nv])

=  lim E \<f)
n—KX>       \

n

\nv]

1/2

B
[nv[nv]/nv-

n
Ûn > [nv]

= EMv-Wx^iv)))    (Theorem 1.1).

For (b) and (c), see [10, Theorem 5].    D

It is now a fairly straightforward matter to use the above and Theorem 1.1 to

describe the law of X^v\
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THEOREM 2.2.   {X^(t)\t G [0,v]} is an inhomogeneous Markov process start-

ing at zero. If <j> is bounded and measurable, the transition functions

P$<j>(x) = E(<t>(X¡v))\xW = x)

are given by

(2.1) P{a"U(x) = Ex(cj>(Bt_a)\ | Bu\ < c(u + s)1'2 VO < u < v - s),

ifO<s<t and \x\ < cy/s,

(2.2) P^U(x) = f <j>(t1/2y)Ptl/2y(\Bu\ < c(u + t)1'2 \/0<u<v-t)

xMc)(y)m(dy)e(c)-1(v/t)x^c\    ifO<t.

PROOF. Fix a bounded, continuous function, c/>, on the line and t G (0,v\. Let

tn = [nt], vn = [nv] and

Pn(y) = Py(]B(i/n)\ < c(i/n + Kjn)1'2 for i = 0,1,...,vn - tn).

Theorem 1.1 implies

1/2

E(<t>(X^(t))) = _lim_ E[<j>[B[t^))l B < c

for i = tn,...,vn Un >tr,

Un -^ tn
Tt(Íti)   I tn

n(vn) \Vn

-Ao

X P(Un > tn)P(Un > Vn)-1

= >™E(*(B&))>"(B&

by Proposition 2.1(c). Use the fact that

PV(]BU] < c(u + t)1/2 Vu < v - t but |5U| = c(u + t)1/2 for some u < v - t) = 0

to show that if yn —► y then p„(yn) -* Pt(y), where

pt(y) = py(\Bu\ < c(u + t)1'2 Vu<v- t).

Therefore Theorem 5.5 of Billingsley (1968), Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.1 and the

above imply that

E(J>(X^(t))) = E(<f>(XW(t))Pt(xW(t)))(v/t)x°

(2.3) f ^i2y)pt(t"2y)My)m(dy)e-1 Q)Ao.

Now, in addition, fix 0 < si < ■•• < Sj = s < t and a bounded continuous

nonnegative function, p, on RJ. Let s¿in = [ns¿], sn = [ns] and

~Pn(y) = Ey(d>(B((tn - sn)/n))I(\Ê(i/n)\ < c((i + sn)/n)ll2

for i = 0,l,...,vn- sn)).
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Then

E(d>(XÍv))p(X^,...,xM))

(2.4) =ÄJFWÄ(^)-"-:1,(^)fc(B(5))lDr">'*-)

X P(Un > Sn)P(Un > Vn)'1

= E(p(X¡°i\...,Xl?)p(X^))(v/s)*°,

where

p(y) = Ev((j)(B(t - s))I(\É(u)\ < c(u + s)1'2 Vu < v - a)),

and we have used Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.1 and [3, Theorem 5.5] as before. If

<j> = 1, we get

(2.5) E(p(X£\ ..., X«)) = E(p(X¡l\..., Xtf)p.{ty)){v/s)*°.

By replacing p with p(yi,... ,yj)p(yj)/Ps(yj) in (2.5) (note that (2.5) now holds

for any nonnegative measurable p), and combining this with (2.4) we obtain

E(J>(X¡v))p(x£\.. .,*£>)) = E(p(X¿\.. .^¡^(X^p^X^)-1)

=>E(¿(X¡v))\Xuv\u<s) = -?-(X^)
Ps

= EX'V)(<j)(Êt^.a)\\Êu\ <c(u + s)1/2Vu<v-s)    a.s.

This proves (2.1), and since (2.2) is immediate from (2.3), the proof is complete.    D

Notation. If ci < C2, let

P(ci,c2) = inf{i|Zt £ [ci,c2]}

and write p(c) (or p) for p(—c,c) as usual.

It is well known (e.g. see Perkins (1983, Lemma 10(a)) and Proposition 2.4 below)

that for some K = K(ci,c2),

(2.6) Px(p(cuc2) > t) = e-^^Mcuc^Mcu^x) + r(t,x)),

where |r(t,x)| < Ke-(Xl^1'cl)-Xo(-Cl'c"^t.

THEOREM  2.3.   (a) IfO < s < v, then PX(s)  and Px(")\c[o,s] are equivalent

probabilities on C[0, s] with

(2.7)
V\\  /U\Ao(c)= p*:"/^w>,o6(H))Q

C[0,s] V VS//VS/dPX(,)

(b) X^ -% X°° on C[0,oo) as v —> oo, where the law of X°° is given by

(2.8) dPx(«)

X{s) \

= tk[-7=- )9>0   Px(s)-a.s.
C[0,s] \vs/

Moreover, X°° is an inhomogeneous Markov process starting at zero with transition

functions

(2.9)        Ps,t0(x) = E*/^(cf>(ViZ(log t/s))MZ{log t/s))I(p > log t/s))

Xi)o(x/yTs)~l(tls)Xo,       ifO<S<t,   \x\<Cy/s,
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(2.10) Po,t0(O) = f <K\Tty)Mv)2 m(dy).

Finally,

(2.11) \Xf°\<cy/8   for ail s > 0 a.s.

PROOF, (a) This is immediate from (2.5) and a short computation,

(b) (2.6) and the above show that for each s > 0,

lim   dPxM
dPx<»)

0/   (X°S)\= Ha    —¡=-       a.s.
C[0,„] V  Vs   /

Proposition 2.1 shows that the above limit integrates to 1, and so for s fixed

{dPX(v)/dPX(,)\c[o,s]\v > s) is uniformly integrable. Therefore Pxw —> Q's'

on C[0, s] as t; —> oo, where

dQM ÍX¡S)\

dp^r^y-w)-
Since s > 0 is arbitrary, X^ ^+ X°° on C[0, oo) as v —► oo, where Px°° satisfies

(2.8). (2.11) is now a consequence of (2.8) and the fact that |X(3)(it)| < c^Jv, for

all 0 < u < s a.s.

Use (2.2) and (2.8) to see that for <f> bounded and measurable

(2.12)      E(4>(X?)) = E Ux^Wo Í ̂ - j J 0 = f 4>(yt1/2)My)2m(dy).

To establish the Markov property, fix 0 < s < t and note that (2.7) and (2.8)

imply

(2.13) dPX(t)
= ̂ J^-)e(rP(s,t,X^)Y

C[0,a] \VS  J

where ip(s,v,Xa ') denotes the right side of (2.7). Therefore if <f>x is a bounded

measurable function on C[0, s] and <f>2 is a bounded measurable function on R,

then

E(MX^,u < 8)MXt°)) = E(MX^,u< s)4>2(X^])MX^/Vi))9
(by (2.8))

= £(çoi(4É\u < s)P$(<f>2(-)M-/Vt))(XW))6 (Theorem 2.2)

= E(MX?,u < s)P$(<j>2(-)M-/St))(X™)0

x ̂ (Xf/v^-'fi-V^aD)    by (2.13).

This shows X°° is a Markov process with transition function

P,,t4>(x) = Ps(,tt)(<A(0V'o(7Ví))(x)Vo(x/v/i)-V(s,í,a;), \x\ < cy/1.

It is now a straightforward computation to show that the above expression equals

the right side of (2.9). Since (2.10) is clear from (2.12), this completes the proof.    D
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We now recall some well-known results about the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

Zt, killed when it leaves [-c,c] (c > 0). Denote this killed process by Zt. The

semigroup of this process is denoted by

Ptcf>(x) = Ptc<j>(x)

and maps Co[-c,c] to Co[—c,c], where

Co[-c,c] = {<l>GC[-c,c][<t>(±c)=0}.

If A = Ac denotes the infinitesimal generator of Pt, then A = A on

D(Â) - {F G Co[-c,c]\F'is continuous on (-c,c) and AF G Cb[-c,c]}.

(See Knight (1981, p. 93) and note that the continuity of (d+ /dx)(d/dx)F for

F G D(À) allows one to replace d+ /dx with d/dx.)

PROPOSITION 2.4.   (a)

/c <f>(y)p(t, x, y) m(dy)   for t > 0,

where
oo

(2.14) p(t,x,y) = pc(t,x,y) = Y, e-Xnti¡)n(x)ipn(y),

n=0

and the convergence in (2.14) is absolute and uniform in (t,x,y) G [e, oo) x [—c, c]2

for each £ > 0.

(b) For each (t,y) G (0, oo) x [-c,c], p(t,-,y) G D(A) and
p. oo

Â(p(t, -, y))(x) = -gp(t, x,y) = -^2 Xne-Ktijjn(x)ipn(y),
n=0

r, OO

—p(t,x,y) = Y,e~Xnttp'n(x)ipn(y),

n=0

where the series converge absolutely and uniformly on [e, oo) x [—c, c]2 for each

£ > 0. Moreover, p(-, -, ■) is C2 on (0, oo) x [-c, c]2.

PROOF.  If
N

pN(t,x,y) = ^e-Xnti¡)n(x)4>n(y),

n=0

then it is well known (see e.g. Lemma 3a of [10] and its proof) that pN(t,x,y)

converges absolutely and uniformly on [e, oo) x [—c, c]2 for each e > 0 as N —► oo

to a density, with respect to m,p(t,x, ■), for Pt(f>(x). Clearly Pn(î, -,y) G D(À) and

N

Â(pN(t, -,y))(x) = -J2 Xne-Xn^n(x)^n(y)-
n=0

If £ > 0, then for t > e, large enough M (depending on e) and N > M,

N

£ xne-x^\i>n(x)\ \Mv)\
n=M

/ N \ V2  / N x  -1/2

< xy^/2^2    r>>-^/2^(u)2
M / \ M
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The right side approaches zero uniformly on [e, oo) x [—c, c]2 as M, N —> oo by (a).

Since A is a closed operator, it follows that p(t, -,y) G D(A) and

OO Q

Â(p(t,-,y))(x) = -'^2xne~Xntipn(x)rbn{y) = —p(t,x,y).

n=0

The last equality follows from the absolute and uniform convergence of the series,

which also shows (dp/dt)(t,x,y) is continuous on (0, oo) x [-c,c]2. Note that if

pz(t, z, y) denotes the partial derivative of p with respect to z, then

\ez2/2§-z(e-z2/2P*(t,z,y)) = Â(p(t,-,y))(z)

(2.14a)
= ^2 -Xne-Xntipn(z)ipn(y)-

n=0

Multiply both sides by e~z I2 and integrate from 0 to z to obtain

1 OO .x

:z(e-x2/2px(t,x,y)-px(t,0,y)) = ViM^e"*"« /   Aipn(z)e-¿l'2dz

1 n=o yo

=► e'x'/2px(t,x,y) = J2My)e-x»te-*2/2<P'n(x).

n=0

Here we have used symmetry to show that px(t, 0, y) = i¡)'n(0) — 0 and the expression

for A given in (2.14a). Since the above series converges absolutely and uniformly

on [e, oo) x [—c, c]2 for each £ > 0, px is continuous on (0, oo) x [—c, c]2 and hence

so is pxx by the joint continuity of A(p(t, -,y))(x). Finally, a direct differentiation of

the above series expansions for pt and px shows that p« and pxt are also continuous

on (0, oo) x [-c, c]2.    D

Notation, (a) If c > 0, <j> G C[—c, c], t > 0 and x G (—c, c), let

Pt4>(x) = Ptcd>(x) = PttMcWWMcKxr'e^K

(b) Let X°°(t,w) denote the process constructed in Theorem 2.3(b), and de-

fined on the canonical space of continuous paths (Q, J, %, Px°°), and let Y°°(u) =

X°°(eu)e~u/2 for u G R. We write P for Px°° if there is no confusion with our

earlier notation.

THEOREM 2.5. (a) Fix c > 0. If § G C[-c,c], Pt<¡>(-) has a continuous ex-

tension to [—c,c]. {Pt\t > 0} is then a strongly continuous Markov semigroup on

C[—c,c] with infinitesimal generator

ÄF(x) = ÄcF(x) = \F"(x) + W0(x)/Mz) - x/2)F'(x),        \x\ < c,

on

D(Ä) = {F G C[-c,c]|F" is continuous on (-c,c), ÄF G C[-c,c]}.

{Pt] > 0} îS the semigroup of the diffusion on (—c, c) with scale function

~s(x) = sc(x) -  f e"''2Mc)(v)-2dy
Jo

and speed measure

2dfh(x) = 2dmc(x) = 2ip0(c)(x)2 dm(x).
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Each of the end points {±c} is an entrance but not an exit.

(b) If c > 1, Y°°(u) is the stationary diffusion on (—c,c) with semigroup P£

and stationary measure fhc. More specifically, if T is a finite {7f }-stopping

time, then

(2.15) E(<f>(Yf°+t)\7£°°) = Pt^Y™)     a-s- f°r <A bounded measurable.

PROOF, (a) Since p(i, ±c, y) — 0, dp/dx(t,x,y) is continuous on (0, oo)x[—c, c]2

(Proposition 2.4) and ifi'o(+-c) ̂  0 (or else i¡)q = 0 by the classical uniqueness

theorem for ODEs), an elementary calculus argument shows that

(2.16) p(t,x,y)lipo(x) has a continuous extension to (0, oo) x [—c, c]2.

Therefore if ç6 G C[—c,c],

p(t, x, y)tpo(y)(f>(y) m(dy) eXot
t<Kx) = f_ ip0(x)

has a continuous extension to [—c, c]. Proposition 2.4 shows that Pftpo = e~Xotipo,

and hence Pt is a Markov semigroup on C[—c, c]. To prove the strong continuity

of {Pt}, take F G C2[-c,c] such that F'(±c) = 0 and show there is uniform

convergence in x as t J. 0 in (2.17) below.

Let F G D(Ä). Since

(PtF(x) - F(x))t~1 = V»o(z)-Vot(A(f>o)(x) - FMx))^1

+ (eXot-l)r1F(x),

clearly Ftpo £ ^(^)- This implies F" is continuous on (—c,c) and allows us to

obtain

(2.17) (PtF(x) - F(x))t~1

= Mx)~leXot j Pu (Â(FVo)) (x)dut~1 + (eXot - l^F^)

-> ipoW'1 Â(Fipo)(x) + X0F(x),      as t ^O+.Vxe (-c,c)

= AF(x) + ^jf(i) = AoF(x).

Therefore

(2.18) D(Ä) c{FG C[-c, c\]F" is continuous

on [-c, c] and AqF G C[-c, c]} = D0,

and A — Ao on Do- Since An with domain Do is the generator of the diffusion with

scale function and speed measure s and 2m, respectively (see Knight (1981, pp.

91-92), but note we may change the right derivatives to derivatives in this case),

it follows from Williams [1979, p. 113, Lemma (5)] that there is equality in (2.18).

The classification of the endpoints follows from Knight (1981, p. 182).

(b) (2.11) implies Y£° G (—c, c) for all u > 0 a.s., and an easy computation using

(2.9) shows that if <j> is bounded and measurable, then

EMYnV? <s) = Pt-MY?)    a.s. V - oo< s < t.
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Since Pt:C[—c,c] —> C[-c,c], (2.15) follows from the usual proof of the strong

Markov property for Feller processes.  Finally, it is clear from (2.10) that Y°°(u)

has law m and hence that Y°° is a stationary diffusion.    D

If c > 1 is fixed, let

Y = (Ü,f,ft,Yt,9t,Px),       xg[-c,c],

be the diffusion with semigroup {Pt} and defined on the canonical space of paths,

C[0, oo) = Ü. Since ±c are entrances but not exits, we have

P±c(Y(0) = ±c) = 1    and    P±c(|y(i)| < c for all t > 0) = 1.

Moreover, it is clear from Theorem 2.5(a) that P ^+ P asu ±c. P is the

law of {Y°°(u)]u > 0}, and it follows easily from the definition of {Pt} that for any

^-measurable random variable R: Ù —> [0, oo),

(2.19) ÉX(R) = Ex(R(Z)M¿t)I(p > f)tyo(aO"Vot,        x G (-c, c).

Note that if Y is killed at an independent exponential time with mean Aq1, the

resulting process would be the /i-path process obtained from Z, where h is the

positive excessive function (for Z), ib0 [see Doob (1984, p. 566)]. Hence, UY is Z

conditioned not to hit ±c".

It is now a routine exercise to show that X°° and Y°° are solutions of the

appropriate stochastic differential equations. If

g{y) = -y/2 + tl>'Q(y)/My),

then

(2.20) E [j* \g(Y™)\dv)j =(t-s) jC ]g(yM(y) m(dy) < oo.

If —oo < s < t < oo, let

W(s,t] = Y°°{t) - Y°°(s) - I g(Y™)di

Although f(x) — x £ D(A), an obvious pointwise approximation of / and its first

two derivatives by functions in C2[—c,c] whose first derivatives vanish at ±c allows

one to apply Dynkin's formula to / to get

(2.21)
E(Yt°° - Ya°°\?aY°°) = Pt-af(Ys°°) - Ya°°

= ÉY>°° QT' g(Yu)du^ = E (j\(Yu°°)du]?aY°

whence

E(W(s,t]\7aY°") = 0   for - oo < s < t < oo.
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Also, for S < t,

E(W(s,t]2]ID = E ((Y°°(t) - j\(Yu°°)du^ - Y^(s)2\JY°°\

(use (2.21) twice)

= ËY~ (y2_s -f02-2Jy Yt^ag(Yu)du + (^J* ' g(Yu)dv)j   )

= EY~[f * Àh(Yu)dv^-2ËY>°° (jT  3(ÊY^(Yt^u))g(Yu)du^

+ÉY>°° tt£" g(Yu)du^Y

where h(x) — x2, and the application of Dynkin's formula is again justified by

approximating h by functions in D(A). By (2.21) the above equals

(t-s) + 2ÊY>°° f     Yug(Yu)du - 2ÉY>°° f     Yug(Yu)du
Jo Jo

- 2ËY~ QT " ËY- QT      " g(Yw)dw} g(Yu)d^j

+ ÉY>°°m* Sg(Yu)du^ )=t-s.

It follows that W is an {7Y°° }-white noise on R (with respect to Lebesgue measure).

Hence, F°° is a solution of

(2.22)    Yt°° - Ya°° = W(s, t] + Í g(Yux)du   for - oo < s < t < oo,

where g(y) = -y/2 + rp'0(y)/^o(y)-

W(s, t] = W^log s, log t] defines an {^¿}-white noise on (0, oo) with respect to the

measure v(A) = fAt~1dt. If

ßt= [     u^2dW(u),
J(0,t]

then it is easy to see that ß is on {^}-Brownian motion. For s > 0 fixed,

{y"°°(logí)|í > s} is a semimartingale by (2.22), and so an integration by parts

gives

Xoo _ Xoo = ti/2Y°°(\ogt) - aWY^Qogs)

= [ F°°(logu)^-1/2du+ [ u1/2d(Y°°(logu))
Js 2 Js

= f X0O(u)(2u)-1du + A-/3a
J s

+ f (^(y°°(logU)) - \Y°°(\ogu)\ u^u-'du.
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(2.23) X? - X™ = ßt - ßa + f f (Xp\ %
Ja  Wo \ \ß ) \pa\[u

As in the proof of (2.20), ones gets

Jo ko
*s° du .

-=    < oo   Vt > 0,(2.24) E.
\Jo I wo \ Vü

and hence we may let s j 0 in (2.23) and conclude that

(2.25) x?=(k+[t^(Zpl^t        t>0.
Jo VoWüJVü

In particular, (2.24) and (2.25) show X°° is a semimartingale. In fact it is not

hard to show that equations (2.22) and (2.25) uniquely determine Y°° and X°°,

respectively.

THEOREM 2.6. (a) If W is a white noise on R (with respect to Lebesgue

measure), there is a unique solution {Y£°\u G R} of (2.22). The solution has

the same law as the stationary diffusion described in Theorem 2.5(b).

(b) If ßt is a Brownian motion (ßo = 0), there is a unique solution {X£°\t > 0}

o/(2.25). The solution has the same law as the inhomogeneous diffusion described

in Theorem 2.3(b).

We need a result that follows from Kunita [26, Theorem 5.2] and Yamada and

Ogura [25, Theorem 3.1]. A is added to R as the point at oo.

THEOREM 2.7. Let a,b:(—c,c) —> R. Assume there are constants {Kn} such

that

|cr(a;)-£r(î/)|-|-|6(i)-6(u)| < Kn\x - y]    for x, y G (-c + n~x,c - n"1).

Let ß be an T®-Brownian motion on (fi°, J°, 7^,P°). There are measurable map-

pings X: [0,oo) x (-c,c)xO-»RU {A}, T: (—c,c) x Í2 —> [0,oo] such that

(a) For each x in (-c,c), Xt(x) is an {7®}-adapted solution of

X = Í x + ¡o a(Xs)dßs + Jo b(Xs)ds,        t < T(x) a.s.,
(2.26) '     lA<        t>T(x),

lim   |Xt(x)| — c    if T(x) < oo a.s.
f\T(x)

If X',T' also satisfy the above (x fixed), then X' = X(x), T" = T(x) a.s.

(b) T(-) is lower semicontinuous and X(-,-)(ui) is continuous on the open set

{(t,x)\t <T(x)} a.s.

(c) For a.a. w,if-c<x<y<c and t < T(x)f\T(y), then X(t, x) < X(t, y).    Ü

Although these results are stated in the above references for c = oo, they follow

on a finite interval by mapping R diffeomorphically onto (-c,c). The pathwise

uniqueness in (2.26) allows one to apply the method of Yamada and Watanabe [23]

to conclude that uniqueness in law holds in (2.26) as well.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6. (a) Apply the above result with o--l,b = g,ßt =

W(-n, -n + t] to obtain Xn(t, x) = X(t + n, x) and Tn(x) - T(x) - n, where X

and T are as in the theorem, satisfying

(2.27) Xn{t,x) = x + W(-n,t]+ f   g(Xn(x,s))ds, -n<t<Tn(x).
J —n
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The arguments leading up to (2.22) and uniqueness in law in (2.27) show that

t —► Xn(-n + t,x) has law Px. In particular, Tn(x) = oo a.s. for each x, and

therefore Tn(x) = oo for all x a.s. (see Kunita [26, p. 70]). The monotonicity of

Xn(t, •) allows us to define

Xn(t,±c) =  lim Xn(t,x) G [—c,c],        t > —n a.s
X—*±c

The law of Xn(—n + t, ±c) is P±c because Px -^ P±c as x —> ±c, and, in particular,

\Xn(t, ±c)| < c for all í > —n a.s. Note that g(Xn(s,x)) J, «/(.^„(a, c)) as x î c by

the monotonicity of g (Lemma 4.3(b)). Use the monotone convergence theorem to

let x î c in (2.27) and get

(2.28) Xn(t,c) = c + W(-n,t]+        g(Xn(s,c))ds, - n < t a.s.
J — n

If m > n, Xm(f,c) = Xn(t,Xm(-n,c)) for all t> -n a.s. by pathwise uniqueness

in

Xt = Xm(-n,c) + W(-n,t] + /    g(Xa)ds,        ]Xt] < c, t > -n.
J—n

The strict monotonicity of Xn(t, •) therefore shows that for a.a. oj, m> n, t> —n,

(2.29) -c < Xn(t, -c) < Xm(t, -c) < Xm(t, c) < Xn(t, c) < c,

and we may define

X+(t)=   lim Xm(t,c) G (-c,c),        tGR,
m—>oo

where the limit is strictly decreasing and in (—c,c) by (2.29). Let n —> oo in (2.28)

and use monotone convergence again to see that X+ is a solution of (2.22). If Y is

any solution of (2.22), then pathwise uniqueness in (2.27) shows that

(2.30) Y(t) = Xn(t, Y-n) < Xn(t, c)    for t > -n a.s.

Let n —> oo to obtain Y(t) < X+(t) for all t G R a.s. Similarly one can construct

a solution to (2.22), X_, such that X-(t) < Y(t) for all t G R a.s. and for any

solution Y of (2.22). Pathwise uniqueness would now follow if we show the law of

Yt is m for any solution Y, as this would force X-(t) = X+(t) a.s. Fix teR and

such a Y. If pn is the law of Y(—n), then (2.30) shows that for t > —n,

(2.31) P(Yt G A) = j   J p(t + n,x,y)yo(x)~lMy) dm(y)eXot dpn(x).

If
OO

r(t,x,y) = YV(A"-Al)t</>„(zhMy),

then (2.14) shows that for s > 1,

(2.32) \p(s,x,y)Mx)-1eXoa-My)\<e-(Xl-Xo)s\r(s,x,y)]Mx)-1

( oo \ V2

< C-(A!-A0)a j J2 e-^Xn-Xl]sWn(x)2

n=l /

.   1 lo.\!/2

Vn=l /

<ex^-^-x^(p(i,x,x)Mx)-2)1/2p(hy,y)l/2.
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Proposition 2.4(b) implies f(x) = p(l,x,x) is C2 on ]-c,c] and f'(±c) = 0, which

in turn implies that p(l,x, x)V>o(z)~2 is uniformly bounded on (-c,c). Therefore

there is a constant K such that (2.32) is bounded by Äe_(Al~A°K Let s = t + n,

substitute this bound into (2.31) and let n —» oo to see that P(Yt G A) = rh(A).

(We have used the fact that pn((-c, c)) — 1— see (2.30).) This completes the proof

of (a).

(b) As above, it remains only to prove pathwise uniqueness in (2.25). Before stat-

ing Theorem 2.6, we showed that if F is a solution of (2.22), then Xt = í1/2Y(logí)

is a solution of (2.25). It is just as easy to go in the opposite direction. This

correspondence and (a) give the result.    D

All the results of this section remain valid (with the obvious changes) if [—c, c]

is replaced with a finite interval [ci,C2] containing zero. In fact one may take

ci = -oo or C2 = +00 in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. If [ci,C2] = [0,oo), then X^ is

the Brownian meander on [0,v] [see Iglehart (1974)].

3. A stochastic differential equation for Brownian motion at a slow

point. Throughout this section we work in the filtered space (Q, 7, 7t, P) described

in §1 and use the notation introduced there. We will show that the Brownian path

at a slow point, i.e. X^v', is a semimartingale and in fact satisfies a stochastic

differential equation analogous to (2.25). Instead of deriving this equation from

Theorem 2.2, we use a "grossissement d'une filtration" because it is a more "con-

crete" method, involving only processes on (ti,7), and was the way the equation

was originally found.

We fix v > 0 and usually suppress the dependence on v in our notation. The

definitions of S = Sv and A (as in (1.2d)) in §1 imply that

R = S + v = inf{í|A(í) > v}

is an {^}-stopping time. If s <t, then

{S < s} = {S < t} n Fat    a.s.,

where

Fat = {At > t - s} U I At < t - s,   sup   Au > v \ G 7t.
{ U<T+At J

Therefore S is an honest time in the sense of Meyer, Smythe and Walsh (1972) or

Barlow (1978), and we can use an enlarged filtration to study X^. If {Qt} is the

smallest filtration, satisfying the usual conditions, that contains {7t} and for which

S is a stopping time, then X¿ ' is an {¿/t}-semimartingale where Mt = Ss+t [see

Barlow (1978, Theorem 3.10)].
Let Ct = I(t > S), and let 1C and C1 denote the optional and dual optional

projections of C (with respect to {7t}), respectively. Then Mt = 1Ct — C$ is a

square integrable (at oo) {^}-martingale, and [see e.g. Barlow (1978, Theorem A)]

fS+t
(3.1) Wt = X\v) - /       (1Cu-)~1d(B,M)u

Js

is a square integrable (up to finite times) {#t}-martingale. Here (B, M) is computed

with respect to {7t}. The second term has continuous sample paths of bounded

variation on compacts. Therefore [W]t — t, and W must be an {)/t}-Brownian

motion. We must now compute 1C and (B, M).
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Let

(3.2) h(t,x) = Px(p(c)>t) = j   p(t,x,y)m(dy).

LEMMA 3.1.   (a) h has continuous second-order partial derivatives on (0, oo) x

[-c,c].

(b) For each t > 0, h(t, ■) is increasing on [-c,0] and decreasing on [0, c].

PROOF, (a) Differentiating inside the integral in (3.2), we see from Proposition

2.4(b) that h is C2 on (0,oo) x [-c,c\.
(b) The strong Markov property shows that for 0 < Xi < X2 < c,

PXl(p(c) < v) = EXl(I(p(x2)(w) < v)E¿^x^^\p(c) < v - p(x2)H))

< PXl(p(x2) < v)PX2(p(c) < v)

<PX2(p(c)<v).

It follows that h(t, •) is decreasing on [0, c] and by symmetry is increasing on

[-C.0J.    □

LEMMA  3.2.

1Ct = h(\og(v/A(t A Ä)), Y(t A R)A(t A R)~1/2)I(A(t A R) > 0).

Here F is as in (1.2d).

PROOF. Since R is an {^}-stopping time, the right side is clearly optional. Let

T be an {^}-stopping time. Then {T > R} G 7t, and so

P(T > S\7t)I(T > R) = I(T > R)

= h(0,Y(R)A(R)-^2)I(A(R) > 0)I(T > R)   a.s.

Checking {T < R}, we get for a.a. w,

P(T > S]7r}I(T < R)(u)

= P(\Bt -BT-]< C(t - t-)1'2 Vi G [T,t- + v]\7T)I(T < R){u)

= pB(r)-B(rf )(o,)(|¿a| < c(a + at(lo))1/2 Vs e [0,u - AT(w)])

x I(T < R)(uj)

= PY(TWrri/2(»)(\Bs\ < c(s+ I)1'2 Vs G [O.vAtÍw)"1 - 1])

x I(AT > 0, T < R)(co)

= h(\og(v/AT),Y(T)A(T)-l/2)(Lo)I(AT > 0, T < Ä)(w).

This together with (3.2a) implies the result.    D

A formal application of Itô's formula yields

(B,M)t = j^Rhx (log (-£) .y^.-1^ A7i/*d3,

This is true, but a rigorous derivation of the above poses a few technical difficulties

because Y is not an {Jt}-semimartingale if Ao(c) > 1/2. For our purposes it suffices

to show that

(3.3) (B, M)s+t - (B, M)s = fAV hx flog -, *±) s'^ds.
JO \ S     y/SJ
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Proof of (3.3). Let

Dt = 'Cs+t - lCs = Ms+t -MS + (C|+t - C¿).

Then D is an {^/t}-semimartingale and, by Lemma 3.2,

(3.4) Dt = h(log(v/(t A v)),X(t Av)(tA v)'1'2).

If 0 < t < v, choose 6 G (0, t) and use Itô's formula to conclude

(3.5) D, = Dl + JÍ' (ift,, (log !,*•)-*. (log H, *)) »-*

+ /'A-(l087'Vi)a"'/2'«-

Recall that (B, M) = [B, M] is independent of the filtration, so for t as above,

(3.6) (B,M}s+t-(B,M}s = [X,D]t

= [X, D)s + J* hx (log -s, ̂ j s-V2d[X,X]a

= [X, D]s + j\ (log V-, ̂j s-^ds.

Therefore, if \[X,D]\(s) denotes the total variation of [X,D] on [0, s], then

f k(log-,40  s-1'2ds=   lim   \[X,D]\(v-6)-\[X,D]\(S)
Jo  I     V     s  VSJ Ä^°+

= |pf,D]|(u) <oo   a.s.

Let 6 —► 0+ in (3.6) and conclude that

(B, M)s+t - (B, M)s = J* K (log V-, ̂j s-^ds

for 0 < t < v and hence for 0 < t < v. (3.4) shows that

(B,M)s+t - (B,M)S = [X,D]t = [X,D]tAv = (B,M)s+,iAv) - (B,M)S,

and (3.3) now follows from the above.    D

It is now an easy matter to deduce the main result of this section.

THEOREM 3.3.   There is an {Ht}-Brownian motion, Wt, such that

ftAv hx (.    v  Xuv]
/       —   log-,—=

fo    h y   u Vu \/u

PROOF.  If Wt is the {#t}-Brownian motion defined by (3.1), then (3.1), (3.3)

and Lemma 3.2 imply the above equality.    D

Notation. If r > 0 and v > 0, let

Sr'v = inf{t > Tr\A(t + v) >v},

X¡'v = B(t + Sr'v)-B(Sr'v).

{9t'V} denotes the smallest filtration, satifying the usual conditions, that con-

tains {7t} and for which Sr,v is a stopping time.

Ht   - ysr-"+v
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REMARK 3.4. It is easy to see that Xr'v and Xv have the same law. In-

deed, the strong Markov property of (A,Y) (see (1.2d)) shows that (A\,Y¿) =

(A(t+Tr), Y(t+Tr)) is equal in law to (A, Y). Now note that, since 7¡ ' = 7¡ ' ,

there is a measurable map (j>^:D([0, oo), R2) -* D([0, oo), R) such that

X{v) = (f>{v\A,Y),        Xr>v = <f>{v)(Ar,Yr)    a.s.

(See the proof of Theorem 13 in Greenwood and Perkins (1983) for an explicit

construction of such a <t>^.)

By making only minor changes in the above arguments, one can show

THEOREM 3.5.   There is an {Ul'v}-Brownian motion, Wr'v, such that

Xr,v = wrv i"™ hx   /,       V    X^\   du      y¿ > Q Q

4. Local time at a slow point. We now consider the behaviour of Brownian

local time at a slow point and, in particular, prove Theorem 1.2. It will be easier

to study the local time of the continuous semimartingale X°°, and therefore for

most of this section our setting will be the canonical space (Q,7,7t,P) introduced

before Theorem 2.5. As usual, c denotes a fixed constant greater than one. The

decomposition (2.25) and Yor (1978) show that X°° has a jointly continuous local

time given by

LX(X°°)=  lim   / /(X00(s)e[x,x + £])ds£-1.

To introduce a local time for Y°°, we prove

PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) Let Mt be a continuous local martingale, Vt be adapted

and have continuous sample paths of bounded variation on compacts and X = M +

V. IfY(u) = X(eu)e-U'2 (u G R), then for a.a. w,

(4.1)    Ly(Y)(s,t] =  lim   f I(YU G[y,y + £])e-ud((M)(eu))£-\
e~*"+ J s

—oo <3<í<oo, y GR,

defines a family of random measures on the line, which we call the local time ofY.

Lv(Y)(s,t] is jointly right-continuous in y and continuous in (s,t) a.s. Moreover,

/logt
eu/2dL°u(Y)    \ft>Oa.s.

-oo

(b) //, in addition, Y(u) and Y(—u) are equal in law, then t —► L°(X) is equal

in law to
^•oo

t-/ e-»'2dLl(Y).
/log 1/t

PROOF. Since Yn(u) = {Y(u)]u > —n} is a continuous semimartingale (inte-

gration by parts), the existence of

Lyt(Yn) = ehm+ /   I(YU G [y,y + £])e-ud((M)(eu))£-\

t > —n, y G R, n G N a.s.,

proves the existence and continuity properties of L\(Y).
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For a.a. u and 0 < íq < í,

L°t(X)-L°t0(X) =  lim   f I(V~sY(logs) G [O^MM}^"1
~~*      Jto

Aogt

=  lim   /        /(eu/2y(u)e[0,£])e"e-"(¿((M)(eu))e-1
E^°+Jlogto

ret-1'2    /-logftAirV2)

=   Hm   / / eudLl(Y)dy£-1.
£^V+Jo J log t0

Use an integration by parts and the right-continuity of local time in the space

variable to conclude that

lim   [2eudLl(Y)=  H eudL°u(Y),
y~"J+jai jai

where the convergence is uniform for (si,S2) in compacts. Therefore

ret-1'2    Aog(tAe2ypet0 fiog(tAe y     j

LQt(X)-Ll(X)=  lim   / / eudL°u(Y)dy£-1
e^°+Jo Jlogto

flogt  (   fce~u'2        \

=  lim/ / dy)£-1eudL0u(Y)
£^°+Jlogto   \JoI log to

/•logt

= /       e*'2dLl(Y).
Jlogto

Let to I 0 to obtain (a), (b) is obvious.    D

Note that (X,Y) = (X°°,Y°°) satisfy the hypotheses of (a) and (b).

The following standard results on stochastic differential equations with reflecting

boundary conditions will prove useful.

PROPOSITION 4.2.   Let Wt be a 1 -dimensional Brownian motion.

(a) If b is Lipschitz continous on [0, oo), then there is a unique solution (both

pathwise unique and unique in law) of

Xt = Wt+ [ b(Xs)ds + ^L°t(X),        Xt > 0.

(b) lfa>0 and b is Lipschitz continuous on [0, a], then there is a unique solution

(both pathwise and in law) of

Xt = Wt + |*b(Xs)ds + \L°t(X) - \Lat(X),        Xt G [0,a].

PROOF, (a) is essentially due to Skorokhod (1961) (see also El Karoui and

Chaleyat-Maurel (1978, Proposition 1.2.1) for the proof that the above equation is

equivalent to that considered by Skorokhod). The method of Yamada and Wata-

nabe (1971) shows that uniqueness in law holds.

(b) follows easily from (a) [see the remark of Skorokhod (1961, p. 265)].    D

Although ipo may be explicitly described in terms of confluent hypergeometric

functions, the elementary properties we will need can easily be derived from the

equation A^>o = —Xq^o, V'oiic) = 0-
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LEMMA 4.3. (a) Vo is an even function such that tb'Q < 0 on (0,c] and ip'¿ < 0

on ]—c,c\.

(b) ipo/ipo is strictly decreasing on (—c,c).

(c) IfO<c< c, then

V>0(c)(x)M>(c)(x) > ^0(¿)(x)M)(c~)(x)    Vx 6 (0,c~).

PROOF, (a) Since ipo is the unique eigenfunction for -Ao, V"o must be even, and

hence ip'o(0) = 0. If i/>0(x) < 0 for some x in [0,c), then \¡)'¿(x) < -2X0ij)o(x) < 0.

Taking x = 0, we see that xo = inf{x > Q]ip'o(x) > 0} > 0 (inf 0 = oo). If xo < oo,

then

<P'o(xo) = /     ^'¿(x)dx < 0,
Jo

a contradiction. Therefore i/>0(x) < 0 on (0, c] and so is

K(x) = xiP'o(x) - 2A0Vo(z).

By symmetry i¡)'¿ < 0 on [—c, c].

(b) (V'o/V'o)' = (V'oV'o - V>o2)V-o"2 < 0 on (-c,c).
(c) Let

fc(x) = i)'0(c)(x)/tpo(c)(x) = ^ log(ipo(c)(x))    for |x| < c.

Then Atpo = -AoiAo leads to

(4.2) f'c(x) + fc(x)2 - (x/2)fc(x) = -2X0(c),        |x| < c.

Therefore if 0 < c < c,

f'c(0) = -2X0(c) > -2X0(c) = f'M,

where we have used the strict monotonicity of Ao [Greenwood and Perkins (1983,

Proposition 2)]. Let

xi = inf{x G (0, c)|/¿(x) = /c-(x)} > 0    (by the above),

where inf 0 = oo. If xi < oo, then

fc(xi) = H f'c(y)dy >  H f'£(y)dy = h(xi),
Jo Jo

and, since fc(x) < 0 on (0, c) (by (b) and /c(0) = 0), we get

(4.3) /c(xj)2 < /c~(xi)2, - xi/c(xi)/2 < -xi/a(xi)/2.

On the other hand, (4.2) implies (if xi < oo)

(fc(xi)2 - y/c(xi)) - (/c~(x!)2 - X-±k(xi)) = 2Ao(c) - 2A0(c) > 0,

which contradicts (4.3).   Therefore xi = oo, and hence fc(x) > fc(x) for x G

(0,c).   □

We are indebted to Terry Lyons for the proof of the following key result.
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LEMMA 4.4.   There is a constant K such that for all x > K and t > 0,

P (JTY°°{1  Vt-Ty-ioN/a^oryoo) > x\ < exp j ~{x ~ K)2 X .

PROOF. If Y(t) = y°°(Tyoo(0) + í) and g is as in (2.22), then that result, with

s = Tyoo(0), shows there is an {^y}-Brownian motion, Wo, such that

Y(t) = W0(t) + f g(Y3)ds.
Jo

An application of Tanaka's formula shows there is an {^Y}-Brownian motion, W,

such that

rt

(4.4)

\Y(t)\ = W(t) + f sgn(Ya)g(Ys)ds + L°t(Y)
Jo

= W(t)+ [ g(\Ya])ds + L°t(Y),
Jo

where we have the fact that V'o is an even function. By Proposition 4.2(b) there is

a unique solution Y(t) of

Y(t) = W(t) + f g(Ya)ds + l-L°(Y) - \lcJ2(Y),        Yt "■I
If V(t) = \Y(t)[ - Y(t), and k is chosen so that \g(x) - g(y)\ < k\x — y] for x,y G

[0,c/2], then

V(t)~ = - f I(Va < 0)dVa
Jo

=  f I(\Ya[ < Ya)(g(Ya) - g(]Ya]))ds - f 1(0 < Ya)dL°3(Y)
Jo Jo

+ \ £ I(\Y.\ < 0)dL°a(Y) -\j\ (\Y(s)\ < C-) dL<J2(Y)

<k f (\Ya] - Ya)~ds = k f V~ds.
Jo Jo

Take expected values in the above and apply Gronwall's Lemma to see that Vt~ = 0

a.s., and hence Yt < \Yt\ Vi > 0 a.s. Therefore for a.a. w and all 0 < tx < t2, we

have

L02(y)-L?1(y) = enm+^t2/(|ys|e[o,£])dsÊ-1

<   lim  I /2/(yse[0,£])ds£-1
£^o+ 2 Jtl

\(Ll(Y) - L°tl(Y)),

and hence

(4.5) / e-3'2dL0a(Y) <\ f e-a'2dL0a(Y)   Vi > 0 a.s.
Jo 2 Jo
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Now let f(x) = (2/c)(x - c/4)2 and use Itô's formula to see that

l-L°t(Y) + \Lf(Y) = /(0) - f(Yt) + j* f'(Ya)dWa + j* f'g(Ya)ds + \t

=> \ j* e-°l2dLl(Y) < j* e-°'2d(f(Q) - f(Ya))

+ KX Í e-s/2ds + [ e-a/2f'(Ya)dWa    (for some Ki > 0).
Jo Jo

An integration by parts shows that the first term is bounded, and, by writing the

stochastic integral as a time change of Brownian motion (W), we may bound the

right side by

ft

*,+*(£ e-sf'(Ya)2ds) <K2+    sup    W(u),
/ «<l-e-'

where K2 < oo is independent of t. We have used the facts that on [0, c/2], / and

g are bounded and |/'| < 1. Combine the above with (4.5) to get

rt
e-s/2dL°a(Y) <K2 + supW(u)

Jo10 u<l

and, hence, the required result.    D

THEOREM 4.5.

/ l\~1/2
lim sup L° (X°°) ( 2i log log - =1    a.s.
t-»o+ V t /

PROOF. Fix e > 0. By Lemma 4.4 there is a universal constant A^o such that if

N > N0 and n G N,

r(n+l)N

pi T e-^-nN^2dL°a(Y°°) > (1 + £)(21ognA01/2 )

= P I Í   e-a'2dL°a(Y°°) > (1 + £)(21ognAT)1/2 j     (yoo ig stationaxy)

<(niV)-(1+£/2)2.

Choose N > N0 and let

fOO

S(u) = /     e-^-u)/2dL0a(Y°°).
J u

The Borel-Cantelli Lemma implies that for a.a. w and large enough k,

S(kN)(2\ogkN)~1/2 < V / e-{s-nN)/2dL°a(Y°°)
n=kJnN

x exp{-(n - Jfc)AT/2}(21ogfc^)-1/2

<-^4r{^^}m"'
< (l + £ + 6N),
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where limjv->oo ¿>n = 0. By the stationarity of S there is a ko(oj) < oo a.s. such

that for all k> k0(uj), k G N,

S(y + kN)(2logkN)~1/2 <l + £ + SN    forauyGLN = {i/N[i = 0,1,..., N2}.

If u > koN, and k > ko, k G N and y G Ljv are chosen so that u G ]kN + y, kN +
y + N'1), then

5(u)(21ogu)-1/2 < S(y + kN)e^2N^1(2logkN)-1/2 < (1 + £ + S^2^'1.

Let N —> oo and e J, 0 to see that

limsupS(u)(21ogu)-1/2 < 1    a.s.
u—»-oo

Proposition 4.1(b) shows that the processes L^X00)^1/2 and 5(logl/í) (i > 0)

are equal in law, whence

/ A"1/2

limsupL°(X°°)   2i log log- < 1   a.s.
t->o+ V t J

To obtain the converse inequality, the above equivalence shows that it suffices to

prove

/•oo

(4.6) lim sup /     e-(s-u)/2dL°(y)(21ogu)-1/2>l    a.s.,
U—»OO     Ju

where Y(t) = y°°(Ty°o(0) + t), as in Lemma 4.4. If W is the Brownian motion in

(4.4), Proposition 4.2(a) shows there is a unique solution Y1 of

(4.7) Y^Wt-^^Y'ds + ^AY1),        y^O.

Moreover, if Zt = Z0(t + TZo(0)), where Z0(w) = B(ew)e~wl2 is the station-

ary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with generator A, then Tanaka's formula and the

uniqueness in law for (4.7) show that Y1 has the same law as \Z\. If V = Y1 — |Y|,

then (4.4), (4.7) and Tanaka's formula show that

Vt^^HY^^^-l^ + fm^ds

- \ £ 7(0 < \Ya\)dL°s(Y*) + j* I(Y} < 0)dL°s(Y) < 0.

We have used the fact (Lemma 4.3(b)) that i/>0/Vo < 0 on [0, c]. Therefore Ytl > \Yt\
for í > 0 a.s. and, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we may conclude that

/•OO -I       fOO

(4.8) /    e-(s-u)/2dL°(Y) > =r I    e-^-u)l2dL°s(Yx)    for all u > 0 a.s.
Ju 2 Ju

The process on the right side of (4.8) is equal in law to

-u-T

e(T+ ")/2T       et/2dLUZo) = ^T+^2L°e.(u+T)(Ê),
J — OO
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where —T = sup{i < 0]Zo(t) — 0}, and we have used Proposition 4.1 with (X, Y) —

(B, Zo) to obtain the above inequality. The law of the iterated logarithm for local

time shows that

limsupe(T+")/2L°_(u+r)(ß)(21ogu)-1/2 = 1    a.s.
U—»OO

Therefore the above together with (4.8) implies (4.6) and thus completes the proof.

D
Although conditioning Bt to lie within square root boundaries does not affect

the "lim sup behaviour" of its local time, we have already indicated in the intro-

duction why it is reasonable to expect that this conditioning will alter its "lim inf

behaviour". Further evidence of this fact is obtained by noting that

t = Î '    Lx(X°°)dx < 2cVtsupLx(Xc°),
J-c\/t x

and therefore
supLx(X°°) > (2c)-lVt   foralli>0.

X

This should be compared with the following result of Kesten (1965):

/ 1\1/2
lim inf sup LKB)^'2   log log - =7 G (0,00).
t—»0+      x y Z J

Recall the diffusion process Y and its associated measures {Pv} that were in-

troduced after Theorem 2.5.

Lemma 4.6.

lim   sup
t—»00 0<x<c

Px(Ty(0) > i)e(A°(°'c)-A°(-c'c»tV'o(-c,c)(x)

= 0.-ipo(0,c)(x) /   4>o(-c,c)(y)ipo(0,c)(y)m(dy)
Jo

PROOF. (2.19) implies that for x G (0,c),

(4.9)    Px(Ty (0) > t) = Ex(I(T¿(0) > t, p(-c, c) > t)^(-c, c)(Zt))

xi/>o(-c,c)(x)-1eA°(-c'c)t

= e(Ao(-c,c)-Ao(0,c))t[eAo(0,c)t^x(/^0)C) > t)^o(-C,c)(Zt))]

x Vo(-c,c)(x)_1.

Now use the eigenfunction expansion (2.14) and argue as in the proof of Theorem

1.1 in Uchiyama (1980) to get

Ex(I(p(0,c)>t)M-c,c)(Zt))

_ e-A0(0,c)t ^o(0, c)(x) /   tpo(-c,c)(y)ipo(0, c)(y) m(dy) + f(t,x)
Jo

where for some K > 0,

]f(t,x)[ < Ke-^^-^0'^   for all xe [0,c], t > 0.

The proof is completed by substituting the above result into (4.9).     D

Recall that a(c) = [2(A0(0,c) - Aot-c.c))]"1.
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Theorem 4.7.

lim inf L°t(X°°)t-1/2 flog 7 V = í ~   •?*> W'     a.s.
t^o+    tv      ' \      tj        [0    tfO<a(c),

PROOF. Fix 9 > a(c). To prove the above lim inf is infinite, it suffices to show

(by Proposition 4.1(b) and an elementary interpolation argument) that

/•oo

(4.10) lim inf /     e-(s-n)/2dL0(Y°°)nö > 1    a.s. (n € N).
™^°°  Jn

If
cr„ = inf{i > n|L°(Y°°) - L°n(Y°°) > 1},

then

(4.11) ^

P ( [°° e-is-n)/2dL°a(Y°°)n6 < 1J < p(e-(^-")/2 < „-«) = pfo > 20 log n),

where we have used the stationarity of Y°° in the last equality. Let Y(t) =

Y°°(TYo° (0)+i), and let TL(t) denote the right-continuous inverse of L°(Y). There-

fore by the strong Markov property we have

(4.12) ao = Ty»(0) + TL(1),        Tyoo(0) and TL(1) are independent.

Tr,(f) is a subordinator and therefore

(4.13) E(e~XTL{t)) = expi-t (bX + f°° (I - e~lXx)u(dx)\ \ ,

where v is the Levy measure of T¿ and b > 0. (4.13) is usually stated for A > 0

but in fact holds for A G (A', oo), where

\' = inf JA   f    e~Xxu(dx) <ool

(see Itô (1970, Theorem 4.5) and note that a may be negative in his arguments).

If V = inf{í|AT¿(í) > 1} and -y(cfx) is the law of Y(TL(V-) + 1), then for t > 2,

u[t, oo) = i/[l, oo)P(ATL(V) > t)    (Itô (1970, Theorem 4.4A))

= v[l,œ)(   Px(TY(0)>t-l)~l(dx)

< i/[l,oo) T Ëx(PY^(TY(0) > t - 2)h(dx).

(4.14)
:e(\0(0,c)-\o(-c,c))tu^œ}

< i/[l,oo) T   T pc(l,x,2/)i/>o(-c,c)(x)-1eAo(-c'c)e(Ao(0'c'-Ao(-c'c))t

x py(Ty(0) > t - 2)M-c,c)(y)m(dyh(dx).

(2.16) and Lemma 4.6 show that the right side of (4.14) remains bounded as t —> oo,

and therefore by (4.13),

(4.15) E(eXTLW) < oo   if A<A0(0,c)-Ao(-c,c).
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2

as t —► OO.

The required asymptotics for P(Ty°o (0) > t) are easily obtained from Lemma 4.6

as follows:

e(Ao(0,c)-Ao(-c,c))tp(Tyoo(0) > t)

=  f c(Ao(o,c)-Ao(-cc))tp«(r.(o) >t)il;o(-c,c)(x)2m(dx).
J — c

~ 2 ( /   Vo(0,c)(x)V>o(-c,c)(z)m(c/x)

This together with (4.12) and (4.15) shows that

E(eXa°) < oo   for A < Ao(0,c) - A0(-c,c) = (20(c))"1.

If 9' G (9~1,a(c)~1), use (4.11) and the above to conclude that

P ( H e-^-n^2dL0a(Y°°)nä <l\< E(e«>''2^)n~6'6'.

The Borel-Cantelli Lemma now implies (4.10) and thus completes the proof if 9 >

a(c).

To complete the proof, we must show that

/oo e-^-u)/2dL0a(Y°°)uaic) = 0.

Inductively define {^y°°}-stopping times by

Vo = inf{i>0|Y°°(i) = 0},

C/i+i = inf{* > Vi| |y°°(í)| = c/2>,

Vi+i=inf{t>Ui+i\Y°°(t)=0}.

Lemma 4.6 shows that

(4.17) P(Vi -Ui>i)~ Xe-(Ao(0'c)-Ao(-c'c))t    as t -» 00 (K G (0,00)),

and the same argument gives

P(Ui+x -Vi>t)~ |f'e-(Ao(-<:/21c/2)-Ao(-c,c))t     as í _ oo (x' e (0,00)).

The strong Markov property shows that {V¿ - V¿_i|¿ = 1,2,...} are i.i.d. random

variables, which have a finite mean, p, by the above. (4.16) would follow from

/•oo

lim inf /     e-(a-^/2dL°(Y~)f/"(c) - 0    a.s.
«-*00   JUi

or, equivalently,

(4.18) liminflYie-^-^/2£/"(c)=0    a.s.,
i—>oo

where
/■OO

Wl = /     e-^-v^2dL0a(Y°°).
JVi

The law of large numbers implies {/; < 2pi for large i a.s., and so (4.18) will hold

if, for every £ > 0,

(4.19) wie-(Vi-Vt)/2 < £i-«(c)    infinitely often a s
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If £ > 0 is fixed, then

p(e-CVi-«,)/a < £2--«(c)-, = p(T/î _ r/. > 21og(£-2) + 2a(c)logt)

~ Ke-4(Ao(M-Ao(-c,c))ri    as ¿ ^ oo (by (4.17)).

The Borel-Cantelli Lemma shows that

e-(Vi-Ui)/2 < gat-«(c)    infinitely often a.s.

If {tn(w)|n £ N} denote the successive times at which the above inequality holds,

then {in — k} G 7Yk and so is independent of Wk by the strong Markov property.

Since the {Wk} are identically distributed, we get

oo

P(Wln < £-') = ¿2 P(in = k)P(Wk < £-') = P(WX < £"!),
k=n

and therefore

P(Wie-^-u^/2 < £i~a^ i.o.) > P(Win < £_1 i.o.)

=  lim P(lYtn < £~x for some n > k) > P(WX < £_1).
fc—>oo

Note that the extreme right side approaches 1 as £ —> 0+, while the extreme left

side decreases as £ —► 0+. (4.19) is immediate, and the proof is complete.    D

It is now an easy matter to derive Theorem 1.2(b) from Theorems 4.5 and 4.7.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Consider (b) first. Recall the definition of Xr'v

made after Theorem 3.3. Since Pxr" and Px°° are equivalent laws on C[0,u] for

any v > 0, r > 0 (Theorem 2.3(b) and Remark 3.4), Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 imply

for a.a. w and all rational v > 0, r > 0 that

/ A"1/2

limsupL°s(Xr'v)   2,5 log log- =1,

Theorem 1.2(b) follows by noting that

{t(í-)|t(í-) < r(t)} = {Sr>v\r > 0, v > 0, both rational}    a.s.

The fact that limc_oo a(c) = 1 is immediate from Proposition 2(c) of Greenwood

and Perkins (1983), the proof of which we now modify to establish the monotonicity

of a. Let Ptc and R1^ denote the semigroup and resolvent, respectively, of the

process, Yc, obtained by killing Y^ when it hits 0 (here Y^ = Y is the process

introduced after Theorem 2.5). Use Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 4.3.4 of Knight (1981)

(and an easy limiting argument) to conclude that for <j> > 0 and measurable on [0, c],

R0c)Hx) = 2 Î 4>(y)sc(x A y)dmc(y) = 2 f <¡>{y)Ge0{x, y)dm(y),
Jo Jo

where

If

fxAy

G%(x,y)= i  ' e*2/2Mc)(z)-2Mc)(y)2dz.
Jo

ipk(c)(x) = ipk(0,c)(x)ipo(-c,c)(xy1,        xG [0,c),
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then {^(c)|fc — 0,1,...} is a complete orthonormal system in L2([0,c],rhc), and

for x G [0, c),

Pt(Mc))(x) = Ex(M0,c)(Zt)I(p(0,c) > i))eA°(-c'c)tVo(-c,c)(x)-1

(by (2.19))

= e~x^cHk(c)(x).

Here Xk(c) = Xk(0,c) - Xo(-c,c) > 0, and the last line follows from the eigenfunc-

tion expansion of the transition density of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process killed

when it hits 0 or c (as in Proposition 2.4(a)). Therefore fígV^x) = Xk(c)~1ï>k(x)

and the norm of Rq, as an operator on L2([0,c],mc), is \\Rq]\ = Ao(c)-1.

Fix c > c > 0. If 0 < z < y < c, Lemma 4.3(c) implies

/y rvi}'o(c)(u)Mc)(u)~1du <  /   Tp'o(c)(u)-ipo(c)(u)-ldu,

and, therefore, by taking exponentials one finds

(4.20)       Mc)(y)/Mc)(z) <Mc)(y)IMc)(z),     o<z<y<c.

After extending V'o(c) to [0, c] by setting ipo(c)(x) = 0 for x 6 (c,c], one gets

Äo(c)-2 = [C(Rj(Mc))(x))2m£(dx)
Jo

= f(fc fAy s/2M-c, ¿)(y)M-c, c)(x)dz
Jo   \Jo Jo ipo(-c,c)(z)2

\2

xipo(0,c)(y)dm(y)\   dm(x)

<f(f fxAvcZy2M-cc)(y)M~c,c)(x)dz
Jo   \Jo Jo ipo(-c,c)(z)2

\2xi¡)0(0,c)(y)dm(y) )   dm(x)

-jCW
(by (4.20))

M0,c)
(x) 1   drhc(x)

>o(-c,c)y

<||Ä§||2 f M0,c)2(x)dm(x)
Jo

= Ao(c)-2.

Therefore a(c) = (2Ao(c))_1 is strictly increasing on (0, oo).    D

5. Stochastic integrals and slow points. Throughout this section we work

on the filtered probability space (U,7,7t,P) introduced in §1. Recall also the

processes Xr'v and nitrations {Ml'v} defined in §3. We study the behaviour of a

stochastic integral HB at a slow point in {r(í—)|r(¿—) < r(t)} by first using the

results of §3 to study H-Xr,v(t) near t = 0 and then noting that

(5.1)    {r(í-,w)|r(í-,w) < r(í,w), t > 0} = {Sr'v]r > 0, v > 0, both rational}.
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v"L hi{

THEOREM 5.1.   Let r > 0, v > 0 and H be locally bounded and predictable with

respect to {#['"}. //

,/ lV/2
lim sup \Hs - Ho |   log log - < oo    a.s.,
6^0+ \ °J

then

limsup \H-Xr>v(6)\6-1/2 < oo    a.s.

PROOF. By replacing H with

H{tN) = H0 + ((Ht - Ho) A (iVOoglogl/i)-1/2)) V (-Wfloglog l/i)"1/2)

and letting N —* oo [use the local character of the stochastic integral; Dellacherie

and Meyer (1980, p. 246)], we may assume without loss of generality that for some

N>0,

\Ht-Ho\<N(loglogl/t)-1/2,        ¿elO.e"1).

To simplify the notation, take v — 1 and drop the dependence on (r, v). By Theorem

3.5 there is an {#t}-Brownian motion, Wt, such that X — W + V, where

PtAl  u      / i    x\    ¿^

S'   y/lj    \/s'

If |y|t denotes the total variation of V on [0, t], Tanaka's formula implies

|Xt| = f sgn(Xa)dWs + j* sgn(X3)^ (log i, ^) ^ + L°t(X)

= Wt-\V\t+L°t(X).

In the last line, W is an {)/t}-Brownian motion, and we have used Lemma 3.1(b)

to show that sgn(x)hx(t, x) = —\hx(t, x)|. The laws of the iterated logarithm for W

and L°(X) (Theorems 4.5, 2.3(b), Remark 3.4) yield

/ jx-i/a

limsup |V |t   2i log log- <2.
t^o+ V t J

Therefore, for some Brownian motion, W, we have for a.a. w,

limsup \(H - H0)-X(t)\r1/2
t-»o+

< limsup l\(H - H0)W(t)\r1/2 + \V\tN (i log log j)        J

< limsup sup ]Wu[t~l/2 + 2V2N
t—0+   u<tAf2(loglogl/t)-1

<limsupivÍ2í(loglog^     j       (loglog(^j(loglog^^      i"1/2

+ 2V2N

= 3V2Ar < 00.
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Since ]Ho-X(t)\ < c\Ho[t1/2, this completes the proof.    D

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3(a). If r > 0 and v > 0, then it is easy to check that
Hr'v(t,oj) = H(Sr'v(uj)+t,w) satisfies the hypotheses of the previous theorem, and

therefore

limsup ]H-B(Sr'v + 6)- H-B(Sr'v)]S-l/2
6^0+

= limsup [H-Xr'v(S)]6~1^2    (integrals agree for simple H, etc.)
¿^o+

< oo a.s.

Now use (5.1) to finish the proof.    D

In what follows, we consider a function cr: [0, oo) —> [0,1] that satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions:

(5.2a) a is strictly increasing near 0, continuous, and cr(0) = 0.

(5.2b) cr(t3) is concave.

(5.2c) lim^o+cKíXloglogl/í)1/2 = oo.
Define functions / and g on R by

/(x) = x+Al,     9(x) = ((-x)V(-l))Al,

and k on [0, oo] x R by

u. r\ - f <r(s3)9(x/s)f((cy/s~ - \x\)/s),        s > 0,
k[S'X)-\0,        s = 0.

Clearly we have

(5.3) lim sup |fc(s,x)| = 0.
S-.0+    x

LEMMA 5.2.   There is a K > 0 such that for all 0 < s < t < s +1, and x, y G R,

]k(s,x) - k(t,y)\ < K[(\x]s-1/2 + í)(t - sf/2 + ]x-y\(t- s)-^3+o(t - s)].

PROOF. If s, t, x, y are as above, then

(5.4) M.,,) - k(t,y)] < cr(s3) |/ (^_M) - / (^fM)

+ a(s3)]g(x/s)-g(y/t)[+a((t-s)3),

where we have used the concavity of o(u3) to arrive at the last term. If s < (t—s)1//3,

then the right side of (5.4) is clearly bounded by 4cr(i —s). Therefore we may assume

in what follows that

(5.5) s>(t-sY'z.

The right side of (5.4) is then bounded by

c|s-i/2 _ f-l/2| + 2|as/s - y/t] + a(t - s)

< cs~3/2(t - s)+ 2\x\(t - s)/st + 2]x - y\/t + a(t - s)

< c(t - s)1'2 + 2|x|s-1/2(í - s)1'2 + 2\x - y](t - s)"1'3 + o(t - s)

(by (5.5)).    D

For r > 0, v> 0, let Hr'v(s,uj) = k(s,Xr>v(s)).
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PROPOSITION 5.3.   (a) Hr<v is bounded and predictable with respect to {M¡'v}

and satisfies limsup(5_o-i- lJ^6'"liT(c')~1 < °° a.s.

(b)

\imsup\Hr'v ■ Xr'v(6)\(6\oglog^\        * (y)      >1    a-s->

and, in particular,

limsup|Hr'v ■ Xr>v(6)\6-1/2 = oo    a.s.
6^0+

PROOF. As before, we assume v = 1 and drop the dependence on (r,v) in the

notation. Hr,v is bounded and predictable because Xr'v is adapted and continuous.

Lemma 5.2 shows that if 0 < s < í < 1, then

(5.6)
\H(t) - H(s)\ < K[(\Xa\a-^2 + l)(i - s)1/2 + \Xt - Xa\(t - s)"1/3 + o(t - a))

< Kx(u)[(c + l)(i - s)1'2 + (t- s)1/8 + o(t - a))

< K2(u)o(t - s)    (by (5.2c)).

The Levy modulus of continuity for B, and therefore X, shows that A"¿(w) < oo

a.s. Let s | 0 and use (5.3) to complete the proof of (a).

By Theorem 3.4, there is an {#t}-Brownian motion, W, such that

(5.7) Xt = Wt + [M^(\ogs-\^)^.
h    \ '  y/sj   -y/s'

If

4>(t) = 12 Í o(s3)2ds log log ( ( Í o(s3)2ds\      V e

hat

(5.8) limsup (/ HadW3)^)(t)-1
t^o+   \Jo J

1/2

we claim that

Í HadW3j^(t)-1 = 1    a.s.

This would follow easily from

(5.9)        limsup / (<7(s3)sgnpi3) - Ha)2ds ( [ <r(s3)2ds )      = 0
t-»o+ Jo \Jo J

Indeed, the above would imply

a.s.

lim  I / (cr(s3)sgn(Xs) - Ha)dWa
t—0+ \Jq

ç6(i)_1 = 0   a.s.

(represent the stochastic integral as a time-changed Brownian motion), and (5.8)

would then follow from

limsup /   cr(s3)sgn(X3)d!Ys(A(i)_1 = 1
t—0+   Jo

a.s.

The definition of H shows that to prove (5.9), it suffices to show that

(5.10)

limsup / cr(s3)2/(|Xs| < s or |X8| > c^i - s)ds ( f a(s3)2ds)      = 0
t-*o+ Jo \Jo J

-1

a.s.
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If k > 0, (2.2) shows that

E\f      o(s3)2I(\Xa\ < s or \Xa]> cyfi - s)ds\ ( f cr(s3)2ds)

P    o(s3)2 JC I([y]<V~s or ]y]>c-V~s)<

pic) > log - )

i-(n+l)-'

x Oic^s-^ds    / <r(s3)2ds

< Kxa(n~3k)2o ((n+1)~3 \     2(n + l)fe f    s1l2sXaS-x°ds        (by (2.6))

< K2n-k'2.

The concavity of o is used in the last line to show that

a((n + l)"3fc/2) > ((n/(n + l))3k/2)o(n-3k),

so K2 depends only on k. Let k = 4 and apply the Borel-Cantelli Lemma in the

above to see that (5.10) holds, and hence so does the claim (5.8). Lemma 3.1(b)

shows that

H(s)(hx/h)(\ogs'\Xa/V~s)>0,

and therefore (by (5.7))

limsup(#-.X')(tMt)-1 > limsup(i/-iy)(i)0(i)-1
t->0+ t—0+

= 1   (by (5.8)).

The first part of (b) is immediate from the obvious inequality

4>(t) > o-(t3/2)(t log log l/i)1/2    for t small enough,

and the last part of (b) is clear from (5.2c).

Proof of Theorem 1.3(b). Let H(s,u) = fc(As(w),Ys(w)). We will show
that H is the required integrand. The jumps of (A, Y) may be covered by the

predictable times

Tr = inf js>r||Ys_|s-1/2 > c\

:liminf|s>r    |Ys_|s-1/2 > c - -j ,        rGQ^°.
n—»oo

The jumps of (A, Y) at Tr are 7r _ -measurable because Axr — Yxr — 0. Therefore

(A,Y) and H are both {^-predictable.

Assume 0 < s < í < s + 1 < T. If t~(s) — r~(t), then just as in (5.6) one sees

that

(5.11) \H(s)-H(t)\<K¡.(oj)cr(t-s),        K^(oj) < oo for all T > 0 a.s.
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Assume that r (s) < t  (t), which implies t+(s) <t  (t) <t <T. (5.11) implies

(5.12) ]H((ra+)-) - H(s)\ < K^Mr+ - s)

and

(5.13) \H(t) - H(rt-)\ < KUu)o(t - rf ).

Clearly H(t^) = 0, and the factor f((cy/s — |x|)/s) in the definition of k ensures

that H((t+)-) = 0. Therefore (5.12) and (5.13) yield

]H(t) - H(s)\ < K^(oj)(a(ra+ -s) + o(t - rf)) < 2K±(uj)o-(t - s).

This proves (1.8) for t — s < 1, and the full result follows trivially.

If r > 0 and v > 0 are fixed, then H(Sr>v + t) = Hr>v(t) for t < v, and therefore

(5.14) limsup \H- B(Sr'v + t)-H- B(Sr'v)\ (i log log-
t^o+ \

= limsup | Hr'v- Xr'v(t)\ (t log log -
t^o+ \ t

> 1    a.s. (by Proposition 5.3(b)).

(5.1) and (5.2c) complete the proof of (1.9).    D
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